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What to learn about the channel just by observing its 

S-Parameter, impulse response and group delay

To identify the sanity of the S-Parameter before the simulation,
observing some of the parameters can give a great insight into the
behavior of the channel. 

� Not every “Insertion loss deviation” has the same cause.
-observing the insertion loss
-observing marginal changes in group delay
Examples:

� Normal transmission line (interconnect) 

� Stubs (via stub, etc.)

� Coupling to a floating metal

� Deviation because of changes in line geometries & material
I.e. Changes line widths, in the dielectric (weave effect)

� Other causes: Mode conversion (mixed mode, observe Sdc21, 
radiation, etc.) 
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What to learn about the channel just by observing its 

S-Parameter, impulse response and group delay

Sometimes observing the group delay will also give valuable 
information about the position and severity of the phenomenon.
Fluctuations, which are not traceable from the insertion loss
plot are easily detectable on the group delay plot.
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Defining high-speed link simulations in SPICE & impulse response

Analyzing the attenuation of insertion loss S21 or SDD21 can help to determine the 
necessary loss equalization.  But also the impulse  response of the channel is very 
useful for the amount of the distortion, that needs to be compensated.

Impulse response is the answer of the system at the output, once the input is 
excited by a Dirac pulse.
By careful investigating the impulse response of the channel (also FFT of the S-
Parameter), the pre- and post-cursor taps of the FFE can be determined.

To achieve this 
the impulse response 
can be segmented in 
several bit UI.
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ISI due to distortion, 
previous bits

Correlation of the models with measurements to increase 

accuracy

To be able to simulate the channel accurately in time or frequency domain, good models of 
the interconnect are necessary.
To achieve these the best way is to correlate and calibrate the broadband measurements to 
the simulator models.

1. The first order of correlation is fitting of the insertion loss (S21 or SDD21).
2. Second most important factor in conjunction to insertion loss poses also the phase of     
the scattering parameters, as phase would show the correct correlation of length, material 
constants and the discontinuities.
3. As seen below the most challenging 3rd aspect is the matching of reflection loss and its 
phase.

Once this level of correlation is reached, the interconnect is fully described in the simulator.
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Blue: measurements
Red: simulations
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S-Parameter data interpolation/extrapolation

� S-Parameters are consisting of frequency dependent parameters; square 
roots of the power waves. As the data container cannot include all the 
frequency points, the values which the simulator need and are not-defined in 
the file are usually interpolated or extrapolated.

� Good simulator should be able to define which kind of the interpolation and 
extrapolation should be utilized (i.e. linear, cubic, etc.).
Depending on the algorithm (IFFT, convolution, etc.) different types of 
interpolations can deliver better results.

� Never extrapolate a S-Parameter file beyond the maximum frequency point. If 
you do so, you would have a better chance to get the right answer by looking 
into a crystal ball!
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What to do about missing DC data, how to “interpolate”, simulate 

or estimate it

� Contrary to the narrowband and frequency domain simulations, SI 
(broadband) and transient simulations need a DC frequency point in the 
S-Parameter file to be able to deliver the right response and also converge.

� If the interpolation to the DC value is done within the tool, the lowest 
frequency should be at least below the skin effect transition frequency (a few 
MHz on PCBs). 

� You can interpolate, take the same value as the lowest frequency or solve the 
system in DC and reinsert the value into the S-Parameter file (i.e. with a DC 
solver) depending on accuracy needed. Most of the tools try to interpolate the 
value to zero (0) Hz.
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DC point 
correction
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Requirements for transient simulation; passivity, causality

Passivity: to fulfill energy conserving law and stabilize simulation the S-Parameter should be 
passive:

� � � ∗ �� � 0	
�: �
����	�����, ��: ��������	��������

If for each frequency point the above relation for the eigenvalues are valid the S-matrix could 
be observed as passive. Other often ignored conditions, which are anyway often valid with 
the transmission lines and interconnects, are also

Causality: Means that response of channel appears after the excitation at the input of the 
channel. Causes of non-causality are usually no non-causal models (εr) of dielectrics and 
conductors.

Reciprocity: The response of the channel (interconnect) is reciprocally valid.

Smoothness: to reduce unwanted noise (not a strict requirement but would help to perform 
better transient simulations)
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Best practices at getting good S-Parameters from EM solvers

Depending on the highest frequency in the spectrum observed (consider not only the bitrate 
but also the risetime), try to solve at least up to and inclusive the 3rd harmonic, if not the 5th

one.
Considering the corner of your drivers and length of the channel the error could be up to 
several percent of the eye diagram in the statistical simulation (bandwidth limitation).
For the rise time of the signal twice of the knee frequency is usually a good approximation: 

fknee= 
�.��

 
!"#$

Some EM solvers try to capture the DC point (see slide before). If not possible try otherwise 
interpolate or DC simulate (DC solver) and add it. If using a VNA, try to go as low as 
possible. Caution is advised, as VNA’s are not good at low frequency. Your circuit simulator 
needs a DC point!

Linear/logarithmic spacing can cause over-sampling or under-sampling. Adaptive frequency 
is usually your best chance of getting good S-Parameter results. Never the less some EM 
solvers have problems and ignore some frequency points or other artifacts, which can occur.
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� Never put the ports at the discontinuities. Best place is at a defined impedance reference 
“plane” (i.e. add small 50ohms lines to achieve smooth impedance transition).

� De-embed if using or correlating measurements. In EM solver ports can be placed anywhere.

� If you have discrete elements on the line (i.e. capacitors) try to put ports and add them later in 
the circuit simulators.
Most of the EM simulators cannot model the lump elements correctly. By using external 
models the fringing and coupling effect could be lost but an external model is much more 
accurate than the internal model.

� Enforce passivity and causality. If possible check (plot) it before and after (both Magnitude 
and Phase).

� Some elements like series inductors transformed to Y-Matrix can exhibit a singularity, which 
could cause unwanted results in a time domain simulations (quality of the S-Parameters). 
Preconditioning should help there.

Best practices at getting good S-Parameters from EM solvers
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Position 
of portsExternal 
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Convolution and maximizing simulator 

performance

The system response of a S-Parameter is reached by the convolution integral:

Solving this equation can be very time-consuming especially by long transient simulations.
Most of the times the time domain conversion can be calculated as an exponential decay 
function:

In this case the Integral doesn't need to be solved for the whole time t but can be obtained 
by using the convolution results of the last time step.

This recursive convolution can be used to express the S-Parameters in a rational function, and allows 
reuse for the future simulations, as long as the S-Parameter is not changed.

One of the advantages of using the rational function is that the simulation can be accelerated by the 
multithreading in the capable simulators.

Other simulators use similar techniques as Linear Network Collapse, which calculates the linear 
unchanged parts of the circuits and reuses them.

12
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Efficient EM solver data formats for SPICE simulation

� Touchstone V.1 (introduced by HP/Agilent Technologies TM)

Advantages: 
-Established tabular form. Easy to manipulate
Complete description of the behavior of the interconnect

-Includes the parameter descriptions and the port impedance
-Can include noise parameter (2 ports only)

Disadvantages:
-Needs post processing
-Big files; reading the file is slow

� Touchstone V.2 (by EIA/IBIS Open Forum)

Advantages: 
-Established tabular form. Easy to manipulate or read
Complete description of the behavior of the interconnect 

-Includes Mixed-Mode Order definition
-Can include noise parameter (2 ports only)
-The matrix can be reduced, sparsity (lower, upper diagonal population)

Improves the files size for interconnects
Disadvantages:

-Needs post processing
-Reading the file can still be slow
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Efficient EM solver data formats for SPICE simulation

� BnP (Broadband Network Parameter, Sigrity TM) and other pole residue/rational 
files.

Advantages: 
-Extremely compact formats
-Complete description of the behavior of the interconnect
-Depending on the format, no frequency interpolation, resolution and spacing 
problems

Disadvantages:
-Needs special tools to open, modify, plot and post-process
-Proprietary, no clear standard available yet
-No noise parameters

14
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Special case, Power Delivery Systems and needed modifications 

to S-Parameters

15

C, 
C+25nF, 
C+65nF

The impedance of the PDN (Power Delivery Network) is a good way to judge the performance of 
the power delivery system. 
Ideally the response of Power Delivery Network should be as flat (and low) as possible 
over a broad frequency range. As this is not always possible, a threshold (impedance) for the chip 
is calculated, the impedance profile in the operational band should be located below this line. 
The Zmax is calculated based on the maximum transient current and maximum allowed noise 
voltage:

Zmax= 
∆V 

max

∆I 
max

S-Parameters are the perfect descriptive model to mimic the response of the PDN’s.
To avoid errors in the simulations the models should be renormalized (or measured) to a port 
impedance near the optimum impedance of the system (in this case around 1 ohms <<50 ohms)

Nonlinear I/O modeling with IBIS and encrypted HSPICE buffers

� The small signal parameters can be used to characterize linear or non-linear 
networks, which have sufficiently small signals.
Generally the S-parameter can be used for the statistical eye analysis as long 
as the channel exhibits  LTI behavior (almost all interconnects are LTI).
The most common cause of the non linearity in the system is a non linear 
buffer.
There are workarounds in different simulators to overcome slight non-linearity 
[Hspice: Edge command].

� If the simulation of a strong non-linear buffer is requested, the model of this 
buffer can be imported in Hspice or other simulator with the help of AMI and/or 
encrypted Hspice buffers.

16
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� Noise parameters could be added to touchstone V1 or V2 models (if 
measured or known).
Strictly spoken the standard allows them only for two ports parameters. For 
example to add the thermal noise these values can be added to resistors in 
the interconnects.

� To add the PJ and RJ to statistical simulation the following keyword can be 
used in the .Stateye simulation for the incident ports [Hspice]:

� Port Element (Pi) allows adding PJ and RJ in form of distribution. 

� In transient simulation  a PULSE source can be used with a PERJITTER 
keyword [Hspice].

Other Simulators have comparable command/components (i.e. VtPRBS,
ChannelSim in ADS)

Adding DJ/PJ and RJ effects with SPICE and thermal noise
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Composite channel modeling with S-Parameter data, 

concatenation of single models [Summary]

� Is the highest frequency spectrum appearing in the circuit covered in the S-Parameter?

� Are the cause of the observed insertion loss deviation/Reflection known? Remedies?

� Is the DC point included in the simulation? Is it needed at all? See DC point recommendation

� The first order approach for the correlation of a measurements to the simulation is curve fitting 
of the insertion loss. Is it done fully and correctly?
Correlation of return loss and phase is the most challenging part of the curve fitting. The 
dielectric values in the datasheet are just a starting point

� Is passivity, causality criteria's fulfilled? Are the parameters smooth?

� Are all losses taken into account [DC (ohmic, surface roughness, dielectric losses), nothing is 
pure copper…]

� Special care should be taken to have the same impedance at the concatenation/cascading 
point or measurements boundaries. A mismatched concatenated system can cause unwanted 
reflection

� In some special cases, the simulator would have a better chance to converge if all the 
interconnect elements would be cascaded and consolidated to one single S-parameter
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THANK YOU


